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Genuine Accessories

 Only the best is good enough.
  

 

Complement the quality and durability of your new cee’d 

with Kia Genuine Accessories. Developed with precision to fit 

your car perfectly. These accessories have been designed, 

manufactured and tested to high-quality rigorous standards. 

Your local Kia dealer will be happy to help you choose.

 

The accessories in this brochure are applicable for both cee’d 

MY 2012 and MY 2016 unless specified otherwise. GT Line is 

mentioned only for the accessories which are applicable for GT 

Line version MY 2016. In the brochure pro_cee’d is  mentioned 

as 3dr, Sportwagon as SW in the accessory applicability 

 sections.

2

    Please refer to GT accessory brochure for pro_cee´d GT  

& cee´d GT accessories. 
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1.  Alloy wheel 15" Jindo  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
15" Jindo six-spoke alloy wheel, silver, 6.0Jx15,  
suitable for 195 / 65 R15 tyres. Only for cars  
originally delivered with 15” wheels. Cap included, 
nuts not included. 
A2400ADE00 (TPMS compatible)

2.  Alloy wheel 16”  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
16” five double-spoke alloy wheel, silver,  
6.5Jx16, suitable for 205 / 55 R16 tyres.  
Cap and nuts not included.
52910A2830PAC (TPMS compatible)

3.  Alloy wheel 16” 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
16” ten-spoke alloy wheel, bi-colour,  
6.5Jx16, suitable for 205 / 55 R16 tyres.  
Cap and nuts not included. 
52910A2800PAC (TPMS compatible)

4.  Alloy wheel 16” Ansan  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
16” Ansan ten-spoke alloy wheel, graphite, 
6.5Jx16, suitable for 205 / 55 R16 tyres. Cap 
included, nuts not included. 
A2400ADE02 (TPMS compatible)

5.  Alloy wheel 16" Wando  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
16" Wando five-spoke alloy wheel, silver,  
6.5Jx16, suitable for 205 / 55 R16 tyres.  
Cap included, nuts not included. 
A2400ADE01 (TPMS compatible)

  Show your style.

Designed to perform. 

Nothing transforms the appearance of your car more than the 

choice of wheels. These top-quality alloy wheels will not only 

 personalise your Kia cee’d and pro_cee’d, they also provide a 

 dynamic advantage by reducing unsprung weight.

4 5
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> Wheels > Wheels
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> Wheels > Wheels

2b

1.   Alloy wheel kit 17”  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
17” alloy wheel, bi-colour, 7.0Jx17,  
suitable for 225 / 45 R17 tyres.  
Kit includes a cap and five nuts. 
A2F40AC630 (TPMS compatible)

2.   Alloy wheel 17” Sohari 
17” Sohari five-double-spoke alloy  
wheel, 7.0Jx17, suitable for 225 / 45 R17 tyres.  
Cap included, nuts not included. 

2a. bi-colour  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 

A2400ADE05 (TPMS compatible) 
2b. graphite  

(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
A2400ADE04 (TPMS compatible)

3.   Steel wheel 15” (not shown) 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
Will fit original Kia wheel covers. 
6.0Jx15, suitable for 195 / 65 R15 tyres.  

Cap and nuts not included. 
52910A6000PAC (TPMS not recommended) 

52910A6050PAC (TPMS compatible)

4.  Steel wheel 16” (not shown) 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
Will fit original Kia wheel covers. 
6.5Jx16, suitable for 205 / 55 R16 tyres.  
Cap and nuts not included. 
52910A2100PAC (TPMS not recommended) 
52910A2150PAC (TPMS compatible)

5.  TPMS – Tyre Pressure Monitoring System 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
These Genuine sensors are identical to 
the factory-fitted sensors, thus ensuring 
optimal functionality and a long life for the 
sensor battery. Kit contains 4 sensors and 
4 nuts. 
3NF40AC000

6.  Locking wheel nuts and key  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Protect your style investment  
with this set of locking wheel nuts. 
66490ADE10 (short) 
66490ADE00 (long)

651 2a

> Wheels
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  Details make a difference.

Finishing touches. 

You’ve chosen the colour, you’ve decided on the interior trim, now it’s time to add the 

finishing touches. So you can make your Kia cee’d and pro_cee’d uniquely yours.

> Styling > Styling

8

7

1.  Air vents surrounds 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
Custom-made to fit perfectly around the air-vents, and 
made from elegant high gloss  stainless steel. Set of 2. 
A2011ADE00ST 

2.  Entry guards  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Creating a premium impression every time the door is 
opened, these high-quality aluminium entry guards fit 
perfectly in place and are embellished with the cee’d logo. 
A2450ADE00 (5dr + SW / set of 4) 
A2450ADE01 (3dr / set of 2 / not shown)

3.  LED footwell illumination 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Concealed floor illumination for the foot space. It provides 
welcome illumination that automatically switches on and 
off by unlocking the doors with the key. Upon starting the 
engine the illumination dims out. Available in red and white 
illumination and for first and second row of the vehicle. 
Second row can be installed only in combination with the 
first row. 
3a. 66650ADE00 (Red / first row) 
3b. 66650ADE10 (Red / second row) 
3c. 66650ADE00W (White / first row) 
3d. 66650ADE10W (White / second row)

4.  LED puddle lights  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
Bright LED ground illumination improves the convenience 
of getting in and out of the car especially in darkness. The 
LED puddle lights are switched on and off automatically by 
opening and closing the front doors. 
66651ADE00

5.  LED door projectors, GT line logo  
(cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
LED door projectors illuminate the ground with a subtle, 
yet sharp projection of the GT line logo. These innovative 
door projectors enable a unique entry and are switched 
on and off automatically by opening and closing the front 
doors. 
66651ADE00GL

6.  Side trim lines 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 5dr + SW)  
Adding these high-gloss stainless steel lines  emphasizes 
the sporty elegance of the cee’d. Set of 4. 
A2271ADE00ST

7.  Tailgate trim line  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
This made-to-measure high-gloss stainless steel trim 
adds a stylish finishing touch to the tailgate. 
A2491ADE10ST (SW) 
A2491ADE00ST (5dr) 
A2491ADE20ST (3dr)

2 76
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> Styling > Styling
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1.   Body decals, racing stripes 
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr & cee’d GT Line only 3dr) 

Eye-catching, high-quality vinyl decals that are shaped to fit the 
body contours of the bonnet, tailgate and roof, and can be re-

moved without leaving any residue. Resistant to extreme climatic 
conditions and frequent carwash use. Recommended for dealer 

fitting. Racing stripes for roof are not suitable for vehicles with 
panoramic sunroof. 
1a. A2200ADE00GTBL (Black / bonnet & tailgate) 
1a. A2200ADE10GTBL (Black / roof / only 3dr) 
1b. A2200ADE00GTRD (Red / bonnet & tailgate) 
1b. A2200ADE10GTRD (Red / roof / only 3dr) 
1c. A2200ADE00GTWH (White / bonnet & tailgate) 
1c. A2200ADE10GTWH (White / roof / only 3dr)

2.   Body decals, carbon optic 
(cee’d Only MY 12 - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 

With the realistic impression of 3D carbon fiber sheet, this 
precision-cut, high-quality vinyl decal brings a dramatic upgrade 

to your car´s appearance. It is resistant to the effects of weather, 
atmospheric pollution and repeated carwash use. The adhesive decal can 

be removed without leaving any residue.  Recommended for dealer fitting. 
A2202ADE00CB (bonnet)

3.  Door mirror caps, chrome optic 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Eye-catching high-gloss stainless steel mirror caps complement other  
bright styling elements. Set of 2. Only for mirror housings with indicator. 
A2431ADE00ST

4.  Door mirror caps, carbon optic 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Eye-catching carbon optic mirror caps add an extra touch of sporty style.  
Set of 2. Only for mirror housings with indicator. 
A2431ADE00CB

5.   Side door mouldings, carbon optic 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr) 
Custom-designed with the realistic impression of 3D carbon fibre sheet, 
stylish protection against scratches and dents. They complement the 
car’s sporty and elegant design.  
A2271ADE10CB (3dr / set of 4)

1b 1c 2
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1.  Cross bars, aluminium 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - SW) 
Sturdy lightweight aluminium cross 
bars purpose-made only for the 
cee’d Sportswagon roof rails. Easy 
installation and removal. 
A2211ADE00AL

2.  Roof rack, aluminium  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr)  
Easy to install and remove. Lightweight 
but strong, this provides the secure 
basis for mounting your choice of roof 
carriers. Not suitable for use on vehicles 
with panorama sunroof. Roof rack for 
3dr will become available in 2016. 
A2210ADE00AL (5dr) 
A2210ADE10AL (3dr / available in 2016)

3.  Xtender ski & snowboard carrier  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
To ease loading and unloading, the carrier 
can be extended sideways so that clothes 
and car need not come into contact. 
Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis 
or 4 snowboards. Lockable for added 
security. In case of curved cross bars / roof 
racks please use the included spacer 
between the cross bars / roof racks and 
the carrier.  
55700SBA10

4.  Deluxe ski & snowboard carrier 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis 
or 4 snowboards. Lockable for added 
security. In case of curved cross bars / roof 
racks please use the included spacer 
between the cross bars / roof racks and 
the carrier. 
55700SBA20

 Leave nothing behind.
 

 No compromises. 

Usually, life is all about compromises. But not with your Kia cee’d and pro_cee’d. We’ve 

created a range of practical and easy-to-use solutions that enable you to live your life to 

the full, by transporting everything that you need with you – safely and securely.

> Transport > Transport

12

21 3 4
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1.  ProRide bike carrier  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Once the bike is resting on the frame holder, all 
further adjustment and securing is carried out 
at roof height by means of the single-handed 
rotary knob. Can be mounted on either the left or 
the right side of the car. The weight limit is 20 kg. 
Lockable for added security. 
55701SBA10

2.  FreeRide bike carrier  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Fast and simple loading and unloading, with  
quick-lock frame holder, smart wheel holders and 
adjustable quick-release straps. The maximum 
payload of the carrier is 17 kg. The weight limit is 
17 kg. Lockable for added security. 
55701SBA21 (includes T-bolt adaptor)

3.  Bike carrier for all tow bars  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Capable of carrying 2 bikes and also suitable for 
e-bikes with maximum weight limit including bike 
carrier weight is 55 kg. It´s highly convenient tilting 
action allows the tailgate to be opened even when 
loaded. When in use, the high performance carrier 
and bikes are theft-resistant. Suitable only for LHD 
vehicles. 
E823055001

> Transport > Transport

14
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The alloy wheels shown in the 
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> Transport > Transport
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1.  Tow bar, horizontal detachable 
(cee’d only MY 12 - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Easy to install and remove, with a partially visible mounting 
fixture for straightforward access.  
1a. A2281ADE01 (3dr + 5dr) 
1b. A2281ADE11 (SW)

2.  Tow bar, vertical detachable 
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW & cee’d GT Line - SW) 
A high-quality steel tow bar with a 3-ball locking system for easy 
and secure discrete underside mounting. Out of sight when not in 
use. New PN (A2281ADE12) will be released for SW (MY12 & MY16) 
in 2016 which would also be applicable for the cee’d GT Line - SW.  
2a. A2281ADE00 (cee’d - 3dr + 5dr) 
2b. A2281ADE10 (cee’d - SW) 
2c. A2281ADE12 (cee’d GT Line - SW / PN will be available in 2016)

3.  Tow bar, fixed, Type H  
(cee’d SW - Only MY 12) 
Robust, fixed tow bar manufactured with high-quality 
 corrosion-resistant coating. 
A2280ADE11

4.  Tow bar, fixed, Type V  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - SW) 
Ideal for regular use, this fixed tow bar is manufactured with 
 high-quality corrosion-resistant coating. 
A2280ADE10

5.  Tow bar wiring kit (not shown) 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Installation uses original vehicle connectors & a multifunctional 
trailer module which amplify all necessary signals. Compatible with 
both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights and featuring audible 
warning of trailer turn indicator or brake-light malfunction. The 
rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically switched off when a 
trailer is connected. Protected by a waterproof housing for the  
13-pole socket, the system manages all modern caravan 
functions. The 13-pole wiring kit includes +30 extension and is 
prepared for +15 extension (extension kit 55621ADE00 to be 
purchased). +15: Power supply only when ignition is on and electric 
generator is running (used on caravan’s refrigerator) 
13-pole A2621ADE00CP 
+ 15 extension kit for 13-pole  55621ADE00 
7-pole  A2620ADE00CP

Important tow bar information 
The maximum towing capacity of your cee´d depends upon its 
specification. Consult your Kia dealer for further information. All 
Kia cee´d Genuine tow bars are corrosion-resistant, certified by 
ISO 9227NSS salt spray test, and comply with OE Car Loading 
Standard Trailer Coupling (CARLOS) requirements. These tow 
bars are not suitable for pro_cee´d GT and cee’d GT.
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1.  Luggage net  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
A durable elasticated net for the load compartment 
floor. It stops smaller items from sliding around while 
driving. Only for cars with a luggage under-tray. 
857781H500EQ

2.  Cargo separator, upper and lower frame  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Fitting perfectly between the rear seatbacks and the 
roof, this robust product protects vehicle occupants 
from the movement of items in the trunk. The easy-
to-install grid is designed not to restrict the driver’s 
rearward view. 
 
2a. upper frame  A2150ADE00 (5dr) 
2a. upper frame  A2150ADE20 (3dr) 
2a. upper frame  A2150ADE10 (SW) 
2b. lower frame  A2151ADE00 (5dr + SW)

> Transport> Transport

2b

1 2a



The alloy wheels shown in the 
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> Comfort > Comfort

1.  Business suit hanger 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
The most elegant and convenient way 
to keep clothes tidy and crease-free 
during a journey. It attaches easily 
and securely to the front seat head 
restraints so that occupant safety is 
assured even in an accident. It can be 
quickly detached for use elsewhere 
(office, hotel room, etc.).   
66770ADE00

2.  Take-away hook 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Mounted on the lower passenger 
side of the centre console, the hook 
secures bags containing food & drink 
“to go” to reduce the chance of any 
spillage while on the move.   
66743ADE00

3.  Rear seat entertainment cradle  
for iPad® 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
The cradle fits securely to the front 
seat back and allows the iPad® to be 
rotated or tilted for optimal viewing. 
iPad® is not included. Fits iPad® 1, 2, 3 
& 4 and iPad®Air 1 & 2. 
66582ADE01

4.  Wind deflectors, front 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Reduces turbulence when driving with 
an open front window. The aerody-
namically formed deflector redirects 
the airflow and deflects the raindrops. 
Set of 2. 
A2221ADE00 (5dr + SW) 
A2221ADE01 (3dr)

5.  Park distance control, front and rear 
(cee’d MY 12 only - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Easier parking in confined spaces. 
Warning tone changes according to 
proximity of obstructions. The 4 front 
and 4 rear sensors can be painted in 
your car’s colour. 
5a. front   66602ADE00 (not shown) 
5b. rear   66603ADE00

6.  Ice / sunscreen 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Protects the interior from heat 
build-up in strong sunlight and offers 
protection to the windscreen and 
front windows in winters. Theft-proof 
when fitted. Custom-made for your 
cee’d.  
A2723ADE00 (5dr + SW)  
A2723ADE10 (3dr)

 Make life easier.

 You deserve it.

Every journey is different, but some things still stay the same. Like parking in 

tight spaces, staying in touch, and keeping your clothes in good shape. These Kia 

Genuine Accessories will help look after the appearance of both you and your 

car, and make every journey easier and more comfortable.

6
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 Keeping up appearances.

 Look after your cee’d and pro_cee’d, inside and out. 

You may have chosen your new Kia cee’d and pro_cee’d, not just because of 

what it can do, but also because of its appearance. So it makes good sense to 

make sure that, inside and out, it stays looking good as long as possible. These 

practical and resilient accessories have been developed to protect your car from 

day-to-day wear and tear.

> Protection > Protection

1.  Trunk mat, reversible anti-slip 
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
1a. antislip side 
Made-to-measure protective trunk 
mat finished on one side with a  
resilient anti-slip rubber.  
1b. velour side 
Protective trunk mat in high-quality 
soft velour on the reverse.  
Complete with cee’d logo. 
 
With luggage under-tray  
A2120ADE10 (3dr + 5dr) 
Without luggage under-tray 
A2120ADE00 (3dr + 5dr) 

1c.   For cee’d Sportswagon: 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - SW) 
Specially manufactured for the 
Sportswagon, this rugged trunk  
mat can be combined with the  
protective bumper flap. Antislip  
side is pictured. 
Complete with cee’d logo. 
 
 With luggage rails 
A2120ADE30 (SW) 
Without luggage rails 
A2120ADE20 (SW)

2.  Trunk mat, GT Line 
(cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
High-quality velour mat that keeps the 
trunk area looking clean, new, and styl-
ish. The mat has double stitching and 
is embroidered with the GT Line logo. 
Tailored to fit the load area precisely. 
A2120ADE10GL (3dr + 5dr) 
A2120ADE30GL (SW / only for  vehicles 
with luggage rails. Inclusive of bumper 
flap for trunk mat)

3.  Bumper flap for trunk mat  
(cee’d - SW)  
This custom-made fold-out flap pro-
tects the rear bumper from damage 
while loading and unloading. Attaches 
quickly and simply to the back of the 
trunk mat. When not in use it folds 
away easily, and it can be simply 
removed and reinstalled whenever 
required. 
A2120ADE50

4.  Trunk liner 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
This light, water-proof and durable 
trunk liner with raised edges protects 
the trunk area from dirt, spills and 
grime. The textured anti-slip rubber 
surface helps prevent loads moving 
around. Custom-made for your vehicle 
and branded with the cee’d logo.  
4a. A2122ADE00 (3dr + 5dr) 
4b. A2122ADE10 (SW)

22
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1.  Textile floor mats, standard  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
These tailor-made floor mats are designed to fit your car perfectly, 
made from hard-wearing needle felt material and held securely in 
place. The driver’s mat is reinforced with a heel pad for additional 
protection and branded with the cee’d logo. 
A2141ADE01 (LHD) 
A2141ADE11 (RHD)

2.  Textile floor mats, velour  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
High-quality velour mats provide floor protection and style that 
keeps the interior looking clean and new. They are tailor-made to fit 
the footwells perfectly and are held in place by the standard fixing 
points and anti-slip backing. The front row mats are embroidered 
with the cee’d logo. 
A2143ADE01 (LHD) 
A2143ADE10 (RHD)

3.   Textile floor mats, velour design style  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
High-quality, premium floor protection with red double stitching. 
These velour mats have an anti-slip backing and are fastened to the 
floor using the standard fixing points. The driver’s mat & passenger’s 
mat are embroidered with vehicle logo in red stitching.  
A2143ADE00ST (LHD) 
A2143ADE10ST (RHD) 

4.  All weather mats 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Set of 4 individual floor mats, tailor-made to fit the car’s footwells. 
These extremely durable mats trap water, mud, sand and road salt, 
with a special finish that makes them very easy to keep clean. Both 
front mats feature the cee’d logo.  
A2131ADE00 (LHD) 
A2131ADE10 (RHD)

5.  Textile floor mats, velour GT Line 
(cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
High-quality velour mats provide floor protection and style that 
keeps the interior looking clean and new. They are tailor-made to fit 
the footwells perfectly and are held in place by the standard fixing 
points and anti-slip backing. The mats have double stitching and 
front row mats are embroidered with the GT Line logo. 
A2143ADE00GL (LHD) 
A2143ADE10GL (RHD)

> Protection > Protection
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1.  Car protection foil set  
(cee’d - 3dr + SW)   
Set of precision-made clear transparent foils, 
tailor-made to fit the leading edge of the hood, 
door mirrors, door edges and lower rear door 
panels (SW), plus front lower door panels (3dr). 
They protect these vulnerable areas from potential 
scratches and stone-chip damage.  
A2273ADE00 (SW / set of 11 / cee’d only MY12) 
A2273ADE01 (3dr / set of 13)

2.  Door handle recess protection foils 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Keeps your paintwork looking fresh and new by 
protecting it from fingernail or key scratches. Made 
from durable, transparent film. Set of 4. 
66272ADE00 

3.  Rear bumper protection foil, transparent  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Resilient, transparent protective foil for the top 
surface of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents damage 
to the painted surface while loading and unloading.  
A2272ADE00TR (5dr) 
A2272ADE01TR (SW) 
A2272ADE02TR (3dr)

4.  Rear bumper protection foil, black  
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Custom-made black protective foil for the top sur-
face of your car’s rear bumper. Prevents damage to 
the painted surface while loading and unloading. 
A2272ADE00BL (5dr) 
A2272ADE01BL (SW) 
A2272ADE02BL (3dr)

> Protection > Protection
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1.  Side door mouldings 
(cee’d & cee’d GT Line - 5dr + SW) 
Purpose-designed, stylish protec-
tion against scratches and dents. 
They complement the car’s sporty, 
elegant design and can be painted in 
your car’s colour.  
A2271ADE00 (5dr + SW / set of 4)

2.  Bumper corner protectors  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
Extra protection for extremities of 
the car that are out of sight from 
the driver’s seat when parking in 
tight spaces. Set of 4. 
A2270ADE00 (5dr / only MY12) 
A2270ADE10 (SW) 
A2270ADE20 (3dr  / only MY12)

3.  Mudguard kit 
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW) 
Helps to protect car’s underbody, 
sills and doors from excessive dirt, 
slush or mud-spray. Custom-made 
for cee’d. Set of 2.

  3a. rear 
A2460ADE20 (5dr) 
A2460ADE30 (SW) 
A2460ADE40 (3dr) 
3b. front  
A2460ADE10 (3dr + 5dr + SW)

4.  Mudguard kit 
(cee’d GT Line - 3dr + 5dr) 
4a. front (not shown) 
A2460ADE13GT (3dr) 
A2460ADE15GT (5dr) 
4b. rear (not shown) 
A2460ADE23GT (3dr) 
A2460ADE25GT (5dr)

5.  Mudguard kit, protective  
(cee’d - 3dr + 5dr + SW)  
The larger format provides even 
more protection. 
5a. front  
A2461ADE10 (3dr + 5dr + SW)  
5b. rear (not shown) 
A2461ADE20 (5dr)  
A2461ADE30 (SW)
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The alloy wheels shown in the image are not 
offered anymore.

The alloy wheels shown in the image are not 
offered anymore.



Summer car care kit 
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen 
wash (7a) to keep your view of the road crystal-clear and 
smear-free by removing oily deposits, dead insects and other 
residues. To remove really stubborn insect remains from the 
windscreen and headlights, there’s also an insect remover 
spray (7c). Especially formulated for alloy wheels, the wheel 
rim cleaner spray (7b) doubles up as a high-quality degreaser, 
and simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The 
extra sponge helps to wipe away tough blemishes from glass 
surfaces. 
LP974APE102K (kit contains all the above mentioned products)

The following are available individually: 
7a.  Summer screen wash 1:100 concentrate (40 ml)  

LP974APE101K

7b.  Rim cleaner spray (500 ml)  
LP970APE101K

7c.  Insect remover spray (500 ml)  
LP970APE102K

 Winter car care kit 
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash 
(8b) to ensure that your wipers run smoothly over the wind-
screen and keep it clear and free from road dirt, freezing rain 
and snow. Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray (8a) helps to 
clear frozen windows and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper (8f) 
speeds up the removal of ice, and a sponge (8f) wipes away 
condensation from the windows. 
LP973APE109K (kit contains all the above mentioned products)

The following are available individually: 
8a.  Windscreen de-icer spray  

(500 ml) LP973APE110K

8b.    Winter screen wash concentrate 
(-60°C, 1 l) LP973APE103K

8c.  Winter screen wash ready to use 
(-30°C, 5 l) LP973APE104K

8d.  Winter screen wash concentrate 
(-60°C, 500 ml) LP973APE102K

8e.  Winter screen wash concentrate 
(-60°C, 250 ml) LP973APE101K

9.  Ice scraper with glove 
Keep your hand dry and warm while  
scraping ice from the windscreen. 
LP950APE01K  
(not included in the kit)
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1.  Safety bag  
Contains a first aid kit, two safety 
vests and warning triangle. Complies 
with DIN 13164:2014 and is a legal 
requirement in several European 
countries. 
66940ADE00

4.  Battery and Wiper blades 
Featuring the latest technologies, 
Genuine Kia batteries deliver depend-
able performance over an excep-
tionally long life. The high-quality 
premium wiper blades are designed 
specifically to perform perfectly with 
your Kia. Please consult your dealer 
for part number and availability.

3.  Warning triangle  
This high-visibility triangle is light-
weight but stable and can be folded 
together to save space. It complies 
with ECE-R27 standard, and is a 
legal requirement in most European 
countries. 
E883166000

6.  Glasscoat 
Protects exterior surfaces from the 
effects of pollution, solvents, road 
salt, car washes and bird deposits. 
Waxing no longer required. Interior 
Glasscoat treatment coats carpets 
and upholstery with effective hypo-
allergenic PTFE protection from 
everyday dirt and stains. 
LP982APE1BROK (Pack Bronze) 
LP982APE1SILK (Pack Silver) 
LP982APE1GOLK (Pack Gold)

  Take good care

 Your Kia is built to look after you and your passengers, but Kia also recommends other useful “extras” that are 

good to have on board. And some others that will help you look after your car. You both deserve it!

2.  Safety vest  
A “one size fits all” high-visibility 
neon vest with reflective strips for 
maximum visibility both day and 
night. It complies with EN 20471 
standard, and is a legal requirement 
in most European countries. 
66941ADE00 (one vest)

5.  Touch-up paints 
Protect against corrosion and main-
tain vehicle appearance. Scratches, 
stone chips and blemishes can be 
repaired with touch-up paint. Please 
consult your dealer for part number 
and availability
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